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Abstract—Rapid expansion of IoT technologies and their 
devices has created the considerable convenience in the daily 
lives of the people. Modernization of technique in IoT has 
allowed them to perform just more than sensing that directly 
means the more energy consumption. It is a known fact that most 
of the IoT devices have the limited power supply and hence it is 
an obvious need to design the energy efficient model. Despite of 
IoT devices being so useful in daily life and in other industries, 
data security is one of the primary concern in the fields of IoT 
application such as healthcare, agriculture, defense etc., and it is 
a challenging task to provide the data security in these fields. In 
past, several methods have been proposed to address this 
challenge, however, either they failed to provide the security or 
they lack from the efficiency. In this paper, it introduces a 
methodology named as ESDAM (Efficient and Secure Data 
Aggregation against Malicious Nodes) that provides better 
security with improved efficiency. The proposed methodology is 
parted into two methods, which helps in discerning the malicious 
nodes. First method, is through extending coordinates and the 
second method, is through surveilling the adjacent nodes. 
Extensive simulation has been performed by applying various 
constraints through persuading various number of malicious 
and performance metrics such as energy utilization, number of 
failed nodes, packet mismatch rate and packet discern rate. The 
performance evaluation of the simulation results proves that 
proposed methodology performs better than the existing methods. 

 
Index Terms—IoT Security, Malicious Nodes, Secure Data 

Aggregation 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

IoT i.e. Internet of Things is said to be the self-configured 
network as it interconnects the particular objects or the 
things that are present in the network. An object means the 
item which is present in the real world and capable enough 
to provide the communication chain [1]. The 
communication helps in  transmission of data  in the given 
paths  by taking   the help of network. Hence, it is meant to 
say that the main aim of IoT model  is  to  connect  the  
things  in  real  world. In a simple words, IoT can be 
defined as the Network of interconnected objects or things.  
All of  the  IoT object can be transmittable either physically 
or virtually and each of these objects are associated with ID.  
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IoT has revolutionized the normal lifestyle by providing 
the convenience for various application and through the 
research, it has been found out  that  by  the  end  of  2020,  
the  IoT  would  hold  the  market of nearly 1.7 trillion 
dollar and 50 billion connected things  [2]. IoT has several 
application such as in healthcare [3]–[5] agriculture [6]–[8], 
defense [9] and others. Wireless IoT is capable of 
interconnecting the embedded devices and these type of 
devices are  mostly  battery  oriented,  hence,  they  has 
limited function, such as, computation, processing and 
transmission. This phenomena  has  led  the  IoT  to  be  
used in almost everyplace, some of them includes E-
healthcare, Smart cities [10] and Smart homes [11]. IoT 
possesses variety of characteristics in various areas, 
however, everywhere they share similar wireless IoT 
essence. In general, any application can be named as the 
inter-connected network, which uses the IoT devices. Things 
that are interconnected contains variety of data and these 
data can be anything from being the behavior  of user to the 
private information. In case of such dynamic  and 
distributed environment the IoT services can be a major 
threat where the data might be compromised and which 
might affect the end user. This damage can occur in various 
ways such as data modification, data leaking, data tapping 
and data destroying. 

IoT possesses variety of characteristics in various areas, 
however, everywhere they share similar wireless IoT 
essence. In general, any application can be named as the 
interconnected network that uses the IoT devices. 
Moreover, IoT devices interconnects variety of multimodal 
data and these data can be anything from being the 
behavior of user to the private information. In case of such 
dynamic and distributed environment the IoT services can 
be a major threat where the data might   be compromised 
and which might affect the end user. This damage can 
occur in various ways such as data modification, data 
leaking, data tapping and data destroying. The Fig. 1, 
shows the data aggregation technique model. It has several 
parts such as devices, clusters, aggregator and base station. 
Here, the device sense the data and sends it to the 
aggregator where the data aggregation takes place. Later, 
the aggregated data is sent to base station and through base 
station, it is sent to cloud storage from there end user can 
access the data. 

1.1 Architectural view of IoT 

The Fig.1 shows the complete IoT model, it has four 
distinctive component such as Sensors, Gateway, Cloud 
Server and End User  [12]. 
Sensors: Sensors are the small devices, which is used for 
.sensing the environment sensor can be of multiple type 
such as temperature,  
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pressure motion detection, proximity and others. Moreover, 
several sensors can be combined  to work just more than 
sensors, smartphone is one of the best example, and it has 
several sensors. 

 

Figure 1 IoT architecture 

 

Figure 2 Data Aggregation Model 

A Gateway: Once the data is sensed it needs to be stored 
and it is stored in the cloud, however to, send the data 
into cloud medium is required and this can be done 
through the gateway. 

B Cloud server: This is one of the important part as 
the data sensed might be huge, hence cloud platform 
is used for storing the  data. 

C End User: Intuitive apps helps the end user for 
monitor- ing and controlling the  devices. 

1.2 Motivation and Contribution  

IoT applications requires the IoT devices to send huge 
amount of data from one place to another and all these 
collected data needs to be transmitted directly. However, 
these sensor nodes are energy constraint and they need a 
processing technique which can help in conserving energy, 
hence, the Data Aggregation technique was introduced [13]. 
DA (Data Aggregation) is one of the technique, which helps 
in reduction of energy consumption and increases the 
network lifetime. Meanwhile in IoT, the sensors are power 
constrained, hence, Data Aggregation was introduced, the 
main idea behind data aggregation is to collect the data and 
aggregate it in efficient manner. Efficient data aggregation 
helps in eliminating re- dundancy and reducing the 
amount of data transferred [14]. However,  data 
aggregation may degrade the service metrics  of IoT, such 

as, fault tolerance, latency and accuracy. The aggregator 
nodes are prone to various attacks, one of the most 
concerned attack is compromising of nodes and it is one of   
the important security concern [15]. In compromising of 
nodes attack, the data might be tempered, as the false data 
might     be injected and this leads to violation of data 
privacy [16].  This phenomena has led the researcher as well 
as industries    to develop a methodology to secure the 
data.Hence, this paper propose a methodology named as 
ESDAM (Efficient and Secure Data Aggregation against 
Malicious Nodes) that uses two distinctive methods to  
secure  data.  First method, is Coordinates Extension and 
second method, is surveilling through the adjacent node. 
ESDAM has the following contribution in IoT  Security: 
 
 The data aggregation is done securely and smoothly. 
 ESDAM is two step method, first is through the 

coordi- nate extension and through surveilling the 
adjacent node and it helps in discerning the malicious 
nodes. 

 ESDAM provides the secure environment for IoT. 
 It detects the malicious nodes effectively when 

compared with  other methods. 
 ESDAM is best energy utilized method when the 

nodes fails i.e. when the node is dead. 
 ESDAM discern the malicious  node. 
 Persuades the various number of malicious nodes for 

evaluation of ESDAM methodology. 
 ESDAM outperforms the existing method in 

consideration of eminent parameter such as, 
MNDR(Malicious Node Discern Rate) and 
MPMR(Malicious node packet mismatch Rate). 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

As Data Aggregation in IoT has one of the major role 
to play in processing the data, hence, a lot of research has 
been done in the past for secure data aggregation. Some of 
the important methodologies has been surveyed in this 
research work. 

The present broadcast protocols that is authenticated 
[17] need sensors of IoT to verify the data of broadcast with 
the  key revealed by their gateway in upcoming interval of 
time. This produces an authentication delay, and every 
single sensor has to store all packets that are unauthenticated 
within its buffer. Even in scenario where a delay is allowed, 
there is some limit for the buffer size of IoT devices. 
However, there  is no security for privacy of messages that 
will be broadcast and no protection design that is proven 
formally. Privacy protection infrastructure based on 
interaction, for example, [18], are approaches based for 
preventing the operations and deactivating the operation that 
are unauthorized. This privacy protection method utilizes 
levels of privacy preventing  to  stop accessing the data, 
which are sensitive. This protects operations that are 
unauthorized on IoT data. Solutions of Public Key, for 
example, as described in system introduced in [19], activate 
prevention of data for IoT devices.  
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They utilize IoT gateway to gather information from 
sensors and use encryption accordingly to the information, 
manage user access and protective transmission algorithms 
for gaining important privacy and protection needed for 
data, which are sensitive. Additionally, the interest is getting 
more to join and help theoretical forensic-by-model as 
shown in [20]. In the present method of access control that is 
based on EBA [21], [22], sensors are required to encrypt IoT 
information with EBA method. User that is having the 
policies of access control can decrypt the information that is 
encrypted. Anyways, EBA methods  [23]  usually  generates  
more  computation  and  are tough to develop in IoT devices 
and wireless sensors with some range of energy and capacity 
of computation. 

The control method of data access takes help of 
encryption method of homomorphic offered by 
cryptosystem of Paillier 

[24] to make sure the access is privacy protected for 
IoT information. To use the information, the client needs a 
secret and public key set (sk, pk) for cryptosystem of 
Paillier. The key can be possibly controlled and given with 
CA (Certificate- Authority). To access the information, the 
client sends a request containing the clients identity, query 
(along with time window), execution to be done on the 
information and private, public key set. In our implemented 
method, the aim is to offer analyzed information to the client 
without disclosing the actual information to both in between 
the client and server. The channel of communication 
between  client  and  access layer of information is 
considered to be a protective channel and   the access layer 
of information utilizes some kind of access control same as 
[21], [22]. If the clients request clears the   sign 
authentication and fulfills the policies of access control, the 
access layer of information will execute the Algorithm-1  to 
fill the corresponding  information. Based on CP-EBA, 
alternative fine-grained method of ac- cess controlling for 
IoT devices was introduced in [22]. This method permits 
only policies that are based on AND. In [24], author 
introduces a system, which is based on identity that prevents 
information of the location of IoT devices while in 
emergency cases. In this method, every single client 
interacts with others with the help of VID (Virtual-ID) that is 
not having any actual data about the client. In this 
infrastructure, privacy of the client can be prevented very 
well as they transmit only VIDs to interact, and VID is not 
specified and cannot be linked to clients. The information of 
the location will be transmitted to the client only when the 
authentication is successfully done. In IoT, authenticating 
identities of the devices are important to stop access that 
are not authorized to private information of client, and 
permit the access only for authorized clients. In [25], author 
introduces a protocol for authentication for IoTs. In the 
introduced protocol sensors are end nodes, and every node 
has an exclusive global address for linking via internet. To 
obtain a session key, cryptograms for PK and SK is assumed 
for IoT platforms, but they have some issues like 
cryptograms for SK needs huge memory to hold key chains 
and cryptograms for PK utilizes more power. Later in [26] 
the security concern was solved through authentication 
mechanism i.e. X.509 digital certificates, the digital 
certificates were capable of encrypting, hashing and then the 
certificates were created to secure the data. However, the 

generation of digital certificates is quite complicated. In 
[27], author introduces an ECC (Elliptic-Curve- 
Cryptosystem) dependent key obtaining approach applicable 
for IoT platform. The analysis of outcome shows that the 
introduced protocol can protect man-in-the middle, replay, 
eavesdropping and key control attacks. In [28], [29] for 
security the private data is stored in the separate server that 
tries to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and availability 
of the data. The data are also stored in the fog server, this 
dual storage helps in retrieving the data easily, however, this 
fails to provide the security as well as privacy. Similarly 
[30], [31] introduced a method based on the signature and it 
helps in securing the data multi-source IoT system. Here, the 
multi source network were used and it holds the security 
assumption under q-SDG. Signature scheme does holds well 
for the security purpose. However these mentioned method 
faces from several issue such as in case of high frequency 
data it fails to provide the desired security in terms of 
location privacy. Other issue is that the identity of the user 
can be impersonated for uploading the malicious data. In 
[32] mainly focused on the preserving the privacy of health 
data from the various source by providing the fair 
incentives, here advanced method of cryptographic schemes 
were used in order to support the data confidentiality while 
the data transmission takes place. Moreover to achieve the 
fair incentive , ID-based signature were used which detects 
the replay attacks and guarantee the privacy. Here three 
layer DA framework were approached first is for saving the 
computation load , second is adding noise with the 
differential privacy and later encrypt the data. In the third 
layer the CC(Cloud cener) aggregates the data and decrypts 
it. However the main disadvantage was that the privacy 
violation. In [33] proposed a model named as LBOAMax 
which tries to acieve the secure aggregation based on the 
data location. Here the Max data are aggregated first then 
LBOA Top-K and the LBOA Sum was proposed to obtain 
the Top-K as well as the sum aggregated, this scheme tries 
to achieve the secure aggregation based on the location and 
focuses on the location privacy protection. Moreover [34] 
worked to achieve the secure data aggregation 
multifunctional DA method through the ML approach is 
proposed, this supports the huge range of SAF(Statistical 
Aggregation function). [35] proposed the model for the 
network aggregation, a particular scheme of secret sharing 
and crypto model were introduced through this scheme only 
the particular cloud server can compute the aggregated data, 
however, a portion of the working cloud servers are 
compromised. Later [36] proposed a ADA(Anonymous Data 
Aggregation) to secure the participants identity, this allows 
the aggregator to gather the participants data without the 
identification of any other data. 

 In the above literature survey, we have observed that 
enormous research work has been performed and some of 
them does provide the security, however all these above 
discussed method have failed on one or another parameter, 
such as, some of the method are complex in nature, some 
of them are not secure or some of them lacks from 
efficiency. Henceforth, after the extensive survey we have 
designed and developed a methodology named as ESDAM 
based on the adjacent node 
surveillance.  
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ESDAM not only helps in achieving the secure data 
aggregation in IoT environment but also to achieve it in In 
next section we are going to discuss ESDAM methodology 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

3.1  System Model 

Assume, a particular network where the nodes are 
organized into various clusters as well as consider the 
connected cluster with number of nodes(devices). The data 
is aggregated from the cluster, it is important to note that the 
data has to be private, i.e. data is not exposed to any of the 
node. A network of      the virtual network is constructed 
with logical link where the network are constructed over one 
another to exchange the data. The virtual link created is 
proceed as the undirected graph,  that consists of node set, 
logical links and adjacent set. In the proposed model, all the 
nodes have been organized into  the various clusters using 
the clustering algorithm where each cluster is connected by 
two nodes and the data is aggregated from all the nodes in 
the given clusters. An overlay network   is designed to 
construct the same two different nodes that chooses the 
other node as adjacent node for data exchange among them. 
Later the overlay network is modeled as the undirected 
graph. As shown in Fig. 3 the proposed system model has 
three phases of  execution: 

• Phase-I: We achieve the data aggregation, in initial 
stage the data is not shared as it might contain the 
private data which also includes adjacent  node. 

• Phase-II: We perform the ESDAM that helps in 
securing the data and detecting the malicious nodes 
and it discards the  malicious node. 

• Phase-III: Final Phase involves reducing the energy 
con- sumption and achieving the optimized model 
through various parameter and constraints. 

After completing all three phases, plot the results and 
evaluate the performance of the proposed system with well 
defined parameters such as energy utilized, number of 
failed nodes  and packet discern rate. 

 
Figure 3 system Model 

 Consider  any  undirected  graph          where, 
denotes the node set and   denotes the Edges. Now consider 
the node u with neighbour set      

 
, here,         

 
 if  

and only if        . Moreover, node u has the 
information about the neighbour set     

 
, however it has 

to be noted that they do not have complete knowledge about 
the topology. Consider initial state of the node as       
positive set integer, positive set integer is denoted by   , 
henceforth lets consider the below equation i.e. equation 1. 
In the initial state, the node has confidential information and 
the aggregated data only shows the statistics of whole node 
such as variance, average and sum. This scenario does not 
show the privacy of the node when it comes to the large 
network. 

3.2 Aggregation Generation (Additive Aggregation) 

The proposed methodology extracts required aggregation, 
which is known as additive aggregation as stated in the 
following equation (2). 

      
 

   
 

 

(2) 

Listed below are problem solutions: 
 At first, the aggregation are obtained in a 

distributed manner. 
  Moreover, the initial information is hidden from 

each 
 other so that the privacy can be maintained. 
 The cost has to be minimized. Here, the cost 

directly 
 refers to the communication cost and the 

computation cost. 
 At last, the secure mechanism is developed such 

that the 
 malicious nodes gets detected in case of any 

abnormal behaviour. 
At first, add noise to ongoing state in each iteration which is 
shown in equation 2. Here,   

      is the particular state at 
iteration   .   

  be the noise which is added to secure the 
data,    is the iteration which sets the distribution 
 

  
     =   

      +   
 (It) (3) 

The average is computed in the following equation. 

    is the average weight. 

     

 

 
 
 

 
                           

              

      

        

                          

                                                  

  

(5) 

 
 

     
 

           (1) 

                
     

          
       

       

(4) 
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ESDAM is introduced in order to secure the data. Noise are 
added to its current state and this takes place each time. 
Whenever the communication is done, it clearly means that 
each node will broadcast to its given neighbour which is 
given in following equation i.e. equation 3 is written in 
matrix form as given in the below equation. 
 

                         

 

(4)(6) 

Here    and m belongs to the    and      belongs to 

    and this satisfies the below equation i.e. 

U=                  
  

 
(7) 

 
 =                    

 
(8) 

 
  =           

 

(9) 

Above equation is the average computation algorithm, 
moreover if      is null then the average    is obtained 
exponentially since the is the randomly determined process 

             =   ,u    (10) 
Moreover, equation 10,    can be defined through the 
equation 11. 

   =              
 

(11) 

It is well known fact that the value of noise cannot be zero, 
hence it should be designed in such a way that the value 
should not be zero due to security process. Moreover, 
AWSN (Additive White Gaussian Noise) makes sure that 
the average algorithm is obtained. However, the malicious 
nodes tends to add the noise without any condition and this 
leads to the performance degradation. 

3.3 Data Aggregation against Malicious Nodes 

In this section of the research develops and design ESDAM 
that deals with the malicious nodes. The main purpose here 
is to secure the privacy of data while monitoring on to the 
nodes for being malicious. Hence, in order to achieve this 
ESDAM implements two sub methodology, firstly, it 
extends the dimension called as D-Extension and secondly, 
is to perform the Surveillance of nodes though its adjacent 
nodes. 

3.3.1 Coordinate Extension 

At first, each node is parted  into two distinctive parts 
that is given through the following equation. 

  
          

 

 
      

(12) 

 

  
     

 

 
          

(13) 

    is random variable that has been picked up randomly  

  
 

 
    

 

 
    and 0 <   < 1, hencethe aggregator 

equation is as follows 

        
     +   

     (14) 

Moreover the aggregator node divides the UG (Undirected 
Graph)         into the other two UG-subgraph which is 
given by    and   , meanwhile   =       and   =       
where   ,       . Later the set of adjacent node set   

  
and      . Moreover the nodes computes the weights and 
      and the node transmit   

     and   
      to the 

particular neighbor   
  and  

 .  

  
       =   

      +   
      (15) 

Now let us consider      which is the estimated 
approximation of   

     and      is the Error Prediction 
and it can be known as the adjacent. Moreover, statistic 
set      

  

      
 ={x,     

      
      (0), 

   
    

  
       

  
      } 

(16) 

 Where     
 ,     

      
  indicates the adjacent nodes 

an it is used for surveilling. surveilling method involves the 
detection as well as discard the malicious nodes, now a 
particular aggregator node chooses any nodes to surveillance 
the adjacent node. The main advantage is when the 
particular node sends the message to secure the other node 
then the aggregator node has to pass only the topology 
information to the chosen nodes and this makes sure that the 
chosen nodes have the       

  knowledge i.e.  Node    have 
the complete access about the node   and how the updation 
takes place is available for node   .Next is to detect the 
malicious nodes. Let us assume that the aggregator 
randomly chooses a node to monitor neighbor node. 

3.3.2 Adjacent node surveilling 

Assume  that the aggregator randomly chooses a node to 
monitor neighbor node, once such request are received the 
given three scenarios are checked, let’s consider to be the 

neighbor node   of the node    satisfies the below equation. 

  
     =  

              
   

         

       
 

    
   

          

(17) 

 

Where    
         

 

 
    and   

  is computed using the 

equation 3 for     . 

  
            

 

 
α  (18) 

 

  
     

 
   

      
 

   
 

 
(19) 

 If the equation 17,18 and 19 satisfies then the node is 
correct node else it is considered to be te malicious nodes. If 
it is reported as the malicious node then that particular node 
is dissolved and hence it does not affect the aggregation. 
Here, equation 17 makes sure that each iteration constitutes 
average process and the distortion added rots, equation 18 
makes sure that the malicious nodes are bounded through 
the estimation error and equation 19 makes sure of that all 
the mentioned rules are 
followed.  
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Based on these equations the Data Aggregation (DA) 
algorithm is written. 

3.3.3 Secure DA algorithm 

 The algorithm is designed for securing the data. Here, at 
first step-7 is induced and let the threshold iteration be the 
square of n, this makes sure that for absolute aggregation. 
Moreover, the below equation is initialized. 
                     for         (20) 
The above equation is used for terminating the iteration In 
proposed algorithm, the two neighbour sets are given, as the 
input and the expected output are the updated states. Hence, 
in the given algorithm if the three equation passed the 
normal nodes are passed. 
 

Algorithm 1 Secure Data Aggregation Algorithm 
Step1: start 
Step2: random vectors are generated  such that the given 

elements can be choosen from the  [-
 

 
   

 

 
   ] 

 
Step3: Initialize   

      and   
     using the equation  

 
Step4: Initialize   

      using equation 1 and   
      using 

equation 8  
 
Step5: In case if the aggregator chooses the node   to monitor 
the nodes  
 
Step6: the aggregator provides the all the information such as 
      

      
    

  
 
Step7: let’ s initialize   

       
     and also initialize                                                                                                                                                              

 
Step8: initialize      while                           
 
Step9: use Received and Information Set   

        and 
    

        are used for monitoring 
 
Step10: If the particular node follows the three equation 8,9 and 
10 as the criteria then the node is normal node else can be 
declared as the malicious nodes 
 
Step11:update the below equation   

            
   

      
      

      
 

    
 

  
         

Step12:Initialize       =   
        

      and choose  
  

      and   
       according to the below equation.   

     <= 
  

         
       . 

Step13:  using the equation 8 lets initialize   
     

 
Step14: transmission of    

       and   to their corresponding 

neighbors  

Step 15 : Increment    by 1 

Step16: end  

3.3.4 Accuracy 

Using the proposed methodology we analyze the constraints 
on malicious nodes, moreover the security of the model is 
analyzed. Let       be the initial states of malicious node    
and let’s assume that malicious nodes    uses        instead 
of         while computing the           and   

  (0) then this 

leads to the false computation of    
     and   

      <= 
 

 
  

.   
      would be the false initial state and it satisfies 

   
            

       < = 
 

 
  for      .Moreover from the 

our methodology, we  achieve the consensus and the 
malicious nodes and while evaluation which is discussed in 

the next section  and hence the agreement has been achieved 
while maintaining the gap between the nodes is maintained. 

IV.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

This section evaluates the proposed agreement based 
algorithm.In order to achieve such scenario the C# is used as 
a programming language with the help of the Sensoria 
simulator [37]. Sensoria is a fully pledged wireless sensor 
network (WSNs) simulator and been preferred by 
researchers over other WSN simulators due to its useful 
features. It is component based simulator that provides rich 
graphical user interface and simulates almost all scenarios 
from small to large scale WSNs. Also, it provides simulation 
results in various formats that can easily configured to 
include different simulation details and with increased 
accuracy. The computer has the configuration of 8 GB Ram 
and 2GB Nvidia Graphics on the Windows Operating 
System. Microsoft Visual Studio V17 is used as IDE for 
writing and evaluating the code. Table I shows the proposed 
model configuration, the WSN network is simulated that 
contains 100 nodes in the area of dimension 50mX50m, 
introduced the malicious nodes in multiples of 10 till 40 
nodes. The scenarios are simulated using two base stations 
with the initial energy of 0.2J.  

ESDAM methodology is evaluated by considering 
various parameters and constraints based on the count of 
failed nodes, energy usage by nodes and comparative 
parameters that measures how many malicious nodes 
defined and how manypackets mismatched. Moreover Table 
1 depicts the model configuration.  

 
Table 1 Model Configureation 

Area of the Network 50m * 50M 

Number of nodes 100 

Malicious nodes induced 10, 20 , 30 and 40 

Number of Base Station 2 

Initial Energy 
1.2 J 

4.1 Number of Failed Nodes 

In order to evaluate the data aggregation algorithm, the 
experiment is performed with one of the eminent parameter 
NoF (Number of Failed) nodes that effects the model 
efficiency  directly. The more number of failed nodes 
indicates the low performance of model. The Quality of 
Service(QoS) is decreased by the number of failed nodes 
and it is most important to evaluate for proving the 
effectiveness of algorithm. As shown in Fig. 4 graph is 
plotted with the failed nodes along with malicious nodes 
persuading against simulation time. Here, X axis is 
simulation time in seconds, whereas Y axis indicates the 
failed or dead nodes. From the graph 4 it can be clearly 
observed that proposed methodology identifies the dead 
nodes effectively for varying malicious nodes presence in 
network. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 5 graph is plotted for 
the failed nodes against the malicious nodes. where, X axis 
is the malicious nodes persuading and Y axis is the dead 
nodes. From the plot 5 it can be observed that as the 
malicious nodes are increased then the proposed framework 
identifies more dead nodes 
that is most useful measure. 
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4.2 Energy utilized 

By Nature WSN nodes are battery power devices and tiny 
devices. Hence, energy efficient data aggregation 
methodologies are most essential that increases the lifetime 
of the node. Energy Utilization is the term used for 
minimizing the amount of energy needed for 

 

Figure 4 Dead Nodes vs Simulation Time 

 

Figure 5 Dead Nodes vs Malicious Nodes 

productivity and services. The graph shown in Fig. 6 depicts 
the energy utilization when the malicious nodes are present 
in the network. The X-axis indicates the number of 
malicious nodes persuade and Yaxis indicates the energy 
utilized in units of milli joules(mj)and the graph clearly 
shows the linear increment in energy consumption over the 
number for malicious nodes increased in network. 

 
Figure 6 Energy vs Malicious nodes 

4.2.1 Comparison Analysis 
The comparative analysis is performed along with the 

parameter evaluations which provides useful measurement 
criteria to evaluate the proposed methodology. The 
Malicious Node Discern Rate and Malicious Packet 
Mismatch Rate parameters are analysed over the number of 
persuade malicious packets and the results are mentioned in 
following sections. 

4.2.1.1 Malicious Node Discern Rate 

Malicious Node Discern Rate (MNDR) is one of the 
parameter, which is considered for the evaluation of our 
proposed algorithm. Discern rate is defined as the 
identification of discerning malicious nodes. Increase in 
number of malicious packet identification discern yields the 
better efficiency of the system and to be considered more 
secured method. In graph shown in Fig. 7 depicts the 
MNDR, in the graph Y axis is malicious nodes as 10, 20, 30 
and 40 malicious nodes whereas X axis has the malicious 
packet. The results have been plotted for both existing 
system and our proposed system and it clearly shows the 
comparative increment in identification of discern malicious 
packets as more number of malicious nodes were persuaded 
into the system. 

 
Figure 7Malicious Packet Induced vs Packet Discern 
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4.2.1.2 Malicious Packet Mismatch Rate (MPMR) 

Another evaluation parameter is the Malicious Packet 
Mismatch Rate and it shows that model fails to identify the 
malicious nodes, the lesser mismatch shows the better 
efficiency of the model. In the graph shown in Fig. 8 that is 
plotted malicious packet persuade against the packet 
mismatch, where X axis depicts the malicious packet 
mismatch, Y axis depicts the malicious nodes persuaded. 
The graph shows that proposed system has the less packet 
mismatch rate is compared to the existing methodology [38], 
as the number of malicious packet persuaded increased. 

 

 
Figure 8 malicious Packet Induced Va Packet Mis-Match 

Rate 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this research paper, the proposed ESDAM framework 
evidently addresses security in the IoT environment. At the 
same time, the proposed methodology ESDAM also 
highlights the security concern which is raised with the 
malicious nodes while sharing the data through two 
methods. First method, is by dimension extension and 
second method, is through adjacent node surveillance. 
Through adjacent nodes we get the error bound due to the 
malicious nodes. Moreover, for evaluation extensive 
simulation has been done and the analysis of results shows 
that proposed model is more secure and efficient than the 
existing models. Though this research works ensures the 
security but still many open issue exists, such as, how it 
performs under the various constraints. Hence, in future 
with the help of ESDAM mechanism, a novel method can be 
prepared in such a way that no nodes are malicious and 
thiscan achieve absolute security in IoT environment. In 
future work, evaluation of ESDAM needs to be considered 
through the constraints such as failure of first device, failure 
of certain number of devices and other constrains. 
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